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Defining Externalities

Definition
An externality occurs whenever the activities of one economic actor
affect the activities of another actor in ways that are not reflected
in market transactions.

Examples
Traffic: a driver does not pay tolls depending on how
congested is the road at that moment
Transmittable diseases: no one has to pay if he/she gets
someone else infected
Pollution: damage to health or environment often not paid for
Renovations: by renovating a building the owner increases the
value of the neighboring houses, in practice hard to write
agreements with neighbors about standards of buildings
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Defining Externalities

Not an externality:
A new hotel opens in a small town. All other hotels’ revenues
decrease.
A firm stops making a component of its final product and
starts buying than component from external suppliers - thus
affecting the price of the component
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Defining Externalities

Main issue with externalities: there is no market price to
provide to correct incentives (correct from a societal point of
view)
Compare:

When a firm buys inputs it pays a price that reflects the cost
of supplying those inputs. The purchase of the firm might
affect the market price - the new price reflecting the increased
demand
Plane traffic bothering people that live by the airport: not
immediately clear whether silence is a good/right owned by the
people around the airport or not (a law court might settle that
but it takes time + resources), and silence has a small value to
many people so the transaction costs to write a contract
between an airline an everyone living by an airport are
prohibitively large
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Interfirm Externalities

Externalities can be among firms, among consumers, or
between consumers and firms. The idea is always exactly the
same
To fix ideas, consider an externality among firms. Two firms,
producing good x and good y respectively
Production of x has an effect on the production of y if the
output of y depends (among other things) on the level of
production of x :

y = f (ky , ly ;x)

The semicolon separates variables over which the firm y has
control (ky , ly ) and those beyond the control of firm y (x)

Externality can be positive ( ∂y
∂x > 0) or negative ( ∂y

∂x < 0)
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Externalities in Utility

An economic activity can affect the production function of a
firm or the utility of an agent (example: environmental
externalities, littering, noise)
Special case of externality: utility of individual i depends on
the utility of individual j (friends, relatives, colleagues?)

utility = US(x1, ...,xn;UJ)

∂US
∂UJ

> 0 altruism; ∂US
∂UJ

< 0 envy
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Externalities and Allocative Efficiency

(From D.Autor MIT Course 14_03)

Two oil refineries produce fuel, sold at market price of 3 NOK
a liter; assume the demand for fuel is infinitely elastic
Cost of production 2 NOK a liter
Producing fuel generates smog creating damages worth 0.01
NOK per cm3 of smog
Production: y1, y2 liters of fuel

cm3 of smog per liter of fuel produced: s1 = y2
1 , and s2 =

y2
2
2

Each firm can produce up to 200 liters of fuel a day; here we
focus on 1 day
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Externalities and Allocative Efficiency

Without regulation: the two firms produce up to capacity:
y c
1 = y c

2 = 200
Efficient level of production: (as marginal costs are fixed and
demand is perfectly elastic, finding the efficient amount y∗1 and
the efficient amount y∗2 are two independent problems)
maxy1{y1− (y2

1 )0.01}
FOC: 1− .02y1 = 0 → y∗1 = 50

maxy2{y2− (
y2
2
2 )0.01}

FOC: 1− .01y2 = 0 → y∗2 = 100
We consider 3 ways to get that level of production: (1)
command-and-control (quantity regulation), (2) a Pigouvian
tax (price regulation) (3) pollution rights
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Command-and-Control

Most common form: ban all pollution (here the ban is
inefficient)
Efficient command-and-control regulation in terms of fuel: set
an upper limit of 50 liters of fuel for firm 1, 100 liters for firm 2
Efficient command-and-control regulation in terms of smog:
set limit of 502 = 2500 cm3 of smog for firm 1, 1002

2 = 5000
cm3 of smog for firm 2
Problem I: in practice it is hard for a regulator to justify
different limits for two firms (if the same limit is set for both
firms, clearly the outcome is not efficient..)
Problem II: setting the efficient limit requires the regulator to
observe: demand, firms’ cost, utility loss due to smog, amount
of smog produced: only the last one is (often) observable
directly
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Pigouvian Tax

A regulator can tax firms either per liter of fuel or per cm3 of
smog
A tax of 0.01 NOK per cm3 of smog induces firms to choose
the efficient allocation: with the tax, both firms’ profit
functions look exactly like the welfare functions showed above
Problem I is avoided: the tax is the same for each firm
Problem II is not avoided, and perhaps it is made worse: with
command-and-control at least the regulator knows the upper
limit of how much fuel firms will produce
Problem II is worse if the MC of pollution is not constant: in
this case the efficient tax should take a much more complex
form
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Pollution Rights (the Coasean Approach)

Assign permits to emit up to 2500+5000 = 7500 cm3 of smog
(say 1 permit: 1 cm3 of smog)
Assign the permits to any of the two firms (or even to a third
party): the way the permits are assigned does not matter for
efficiency as long as it is possible to trade these permits at no
cost
Firm 1:

x permits allow to produce
√

x liters of fuel.
Fuel worth 1 NOK of profit per liter.
Marginal value of a permit: 1

2
√

x NOK

Firm 2: marginal value of a permit: 1√
2x

NOK
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Pollution Rights (the Coasean Approach)

If the permits are assigned to the two firms in amounts x1 and
x2 such that x1 +x2 = 7500, the firms have incentives to trade
until the own respectively x1 and x2 such that:

1
2
√

x1
= 1√

2x2
x1 + x2 = 7500
→ x1 = 2500, x2 = 5000

Say the two firms set a market for permits: then price of a
permit would be .5√

2500
= 0.01 (trade could take different forms

BUT all efficient trades lead to the same allocation, possibly
with different transfers between firms)
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Pollution Rights (the Coasean Approach)

With permits, the regulator must know something about firms’
costs to come out with the efficient amount of permits (7500),
but if the regulator gets it wrong, at least the total amount of
smog is under control
Total amount of smog is NOT under control with a tax if the
regulator is uncertain about production functions
Command-and-control also eliminates the uncertainty about
pollution, but if the upper bound has to be the same for every
firm the policy introduces inefficiencies
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The Coase Theorem

Pollutions rights/permits are based on the idea of the Coase
theorem: a market can solve the externality problem as long as
property rights are well defined and can be traded
Example of doctor and baker in the same building, doctor
cannot talk to patients when the baker is running a machine
Say doctor can move to a new location for .5 NOK and the
baker can buy a silent machine for 1 MIL NOK
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The Coase Theorem

From a legal viewpoint:
Important to establish WHO has to pay: most likely the baker
would have to pay the doctor for the damage caused so far and
might have to incur the cost to buy a less noisy machine
Not so crucial how the party that has to pay (say the baker)
fixes the problem: if he can find an agreement with the doctor,
we should expect the baker to pay the moving costs, otherwise
he will pay for the expensive machine
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The Coase Theorem

From an economic viewpoint: focus on efficiency: it does not
matter who owns the "right to silence", what matters is:

The legal framework clarifies who has the right to silence
The legal framework allows the two parties to sign an
agreement on how to fix the problem

These two conditions ensure that the cheapest option is always
used
As in the two welfare theorems: efficiency and distributive
equity are two separable problems
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The Coase Theorem

If the baker is given the right to noise, the doctor will find it
cheaper to move than to pay the baker (no need for the doctor
to know how much the silent baking machine costs: any offer
to pay less than .5 MIL NOK to have the baker buy the silent
machine will be turned down by the baker)
If the doctor is given the right to decide the level of noise, we
should expect the baker to pay something between .5 MIL and
1 MIL to have the doctor move out (also in this case there is
no need to assume that the baker knows the doctor’s moving
cost)

Externalities and Public Goods
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The Coase Theorem

Coase: market solves the externality problem as long as property
rights are well defined (=clearly assigned) and the transaction costs
are low
Examples where it is not possible to rely on the market:

Trading places in line at the airport’s metal detector (if I am
missing my flight I would be happy to pay to skip the line)
Airline cannot compensate everyone for noise
No-one pays a person on the metro to get up and leave the
seat

Message from Coase theorem: in certain circumstances the
government can solve a market inefficiency by assigning property
rights rather than by regulating
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Externalities and Allocative Efficiency: an Analytical
Example

Consider now a general equilibrium model: one consumer, two
firms, producing respectively x and y with technologies:

xo = f (yi ), yo = g(xi ,xo)

x is an input for y , y is an input for x (just a way to keep
things simple, not many real-world examples)
Externality: the output yo depends on the amount of output
of firm x (xo) (say production of x creates pollution that
harms production of y)
Initial stocks: (owned by the consumer) x and y
Constraints: xc + xi = xo + x and yc + yi = yo + y
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Efficient allocation

Finding the socially efficient allocation is a constrained
maximization problem (allocation: xo and yo)
L = U(xc ,yc) + λ1[f (yi )− xo ] + λ2[g(xi ,xo)− yo ]+
+λ3(xc + xi − x0− x) + λ4(yc + yi − yo− y)

1 ∂L
∂xc

= U1 + λ3 = 0

2 ∂L
∂yc

= U2 + λ4 = 0

3 ∂L
∂xi

= λ2g1 + λ3 = 0

4 ∂L
∂yi

= λ1fy + λ4 = 0

5 ∂L
∂xo

=−λ1 + λ2g2−λ3 = 0

6 ∂L
∂yo

=−λ2−λ4 = 0

Where, g1 := ∂g(xi ;xo)
∂xi

, g2 := ∂g(xi ;xo)
∂xo

, and fy := df (yi )
dxi
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Efficient allocation

From (1) and (2): MRS := U1
U2

= λ3
λ4

From (3) and (6): MRS = λ3
λ4

= λ2g1
λ2

= g1

So dy
dx in consumption must be equal to dy

dx in production of y
Using (4), (5) and (6):

MRS = λ3
λ4

= −λ1+λ2g2
λ4

= −λ1
λ4

+ λ2g2
λ4

= 1
fy
−g2

So the MRS must also equal dy
dx in the production of x
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Competitive Allocation

Competitive allocation:
The 2 firms buy inputs from the consumer and sell output to
the consumer at equilibrium prices px and py
Firms maximize profits (and profits go to the owner - the
consumer)
Consumer maximizes utility - given the equilibrium prices

Consumer’s utility maximization ensures: MRS = px
py

To maximize profits, firm y chooses the amount of input x
that satisfies px = pyg1

To maximize profits, firm x chooses the amount of input y
that satisfies py = px fy

Externalities and Public Goods
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Inefficiency of the Competitive Allocation

So, in the competitive equilibrium MRS = 1
fy
, while efficiency

would require MRS = 1
fy
−g2

Intuition: firm x maximizes profits by disregarding the
externality on firm y
The inefficiency in the production of x results ultimately in the
utility of the consumer in equilibrium being lower than the
utility in the socially optimal allocation
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Solutions to the Externality Problem: Taxation

The optimal (per unit) tax on production of x is t =−pyg2

Technical point:
Size of the externality can depend on the output of x (see fig
17.1),
The optimal tax is based on the value of the externality at the
optimal solution (as opposed to, for example, the value of the
externality at the inefficient pre-tax equilibrium)

This unit-tax on good x reflects the marginal harm of the
production of x on firm y
Firm x will choose py = (px − t)fy
Hence: MRS = px

py
= 1

fy
+ 1

px
= 1

fy
−g2
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Solutions to the Externality Problem: Pollution Rights

Alternative to taxation: a market for pollution rights
Suppose firm x has to buy pollution rights from firm y to
pollute
r : payment from firm x to firm y for each unit of x that firm x
produces
The price r might be the result of bargaining between firm x
and firm y, and might be influenced by how many pollution
permits the regulator gives to firm y
Suppose firm y has supply xT of pollution rights. Let x̃T be
the amount of traded pollution rights. As pollution rights are
necessary for production of x, and firm x is not going to buy
rights that it is not going to use, then in equilibrium x̃T = xo .

Externalities and Public Goods
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Solutions to the Externality Problem: Pollution Rights

So firm y sells rights as long as the marginal profit of sale is
positive:
πy = pyg(xi , x̃T ) + r x̃T −pxxi → ∂πy

∂xT = pyg2 + r = 0
Moreover firm x produces until the marginal profit is positive
πx = (px − r)f (yi )−pyyi → ∂πy

∂yi
= (px − r)fy −py = 0

These two conditions together ensure: px
py

= 1
fy
−g2, which was

the "missing" efficiency condition in the equilibrium without
pollution rights
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Detour: Numerical Example

Externality in PARTIAL equilibrium (model with just 2 firms)
Firm X has production function: x = 2000

√
lx

Firm Y has production function:
y = 2000

√
ly (x− x0)α for x > x0,

y = 2000
√

ly for x ≤ x0,
So externality whenever α 6= 0

Externalities and Public Goods
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Numerical Example

Say x and y are the same good - with price p = 1 (NOK) per
unit, and wage is w = 50 (NOK) per unit
Optimal choice of firm X : hire until 50 = p ∂x

∂ lx
= 1000 1√

lx
. So:

lx = 400.
If α = 0, then ly = 400 and each firm produces 40.000 units
If α =−0.1 and x0 = 38.000, then optimization by firm Y
requires:
50 = p ∂y

∂ ly
= 1000 1√

ly
(x−38000)−0.1 = 468 1√

ly
, which gives

ly = 87

Externalities and Public Goods
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Numerical Example

Here, the choice of production of firm X is inefficient: the firm
does not take into account the externality on firm Y and
produces too much (from the social viewpoint)
One way to ensure that firm X chooses the socially efficient
level of production: merge firm X and firm Y . Obviously
merger is a solution only in case of externalities between firms
Note that a merger would make firm X and firm Y better off.
If in reality we observe externalities between firms, we should
expect to find some factor preventing mergers
Examples of externalities among firms: advertisement for
Norwegian salmon: not efficient for each company in the
salmon farming industry to advertise individually. Lobbying in
the US: often done at the industry level (these are in fact
examples of public goods)

Externalities and Public Goods
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Attributes of public goods

Other type of market failure (very close to externalities): public
goods

Definition A good is a pure public good if, once produced, no
one can be exluded from benefiting from its availability and if
the good is non-rival - the marginal cost of an additional
consumer is zero.
Definition A good is non-rival if consumption of additional
units of the good involve zero social marginal cost of
production.
Definition A good is exclusive if it is relatively easy to exclude
individuals from benefiting from the good once it is produced.
A good is non-exclusive if it is impossible (or costly) to exclude
individuals from benefiting from the good.

Externalities and Public Goods
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Public Goods and Resource Allocations

Examples of non-exclusive goods: national defense, mosquito
control, vaccination, a piece of public art
Examples of non-rival goods: a road when traffic is low, TV or
radio signal, a piece of public art, national defense, mosquito
control, vaccination.
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Public Goods and Resource Allocations

Consider a general equilibrium model.
Two individuals (A and B) and two goods (x and y). Good x is
a public good.
Initial allocation of Y : yA and yB

Good y can be consumed or used for the production of good x:
x = f (yA

s + yB
s )

Utilities: UA(x ,yA− yA
s ) and UB(x ,yB − yB

s )

Non-rivalry: the good x enters in two utility functions at the
same time.
Non-exclusivity: each individual enjoys the entire amount of
the public good regardless of her contribution to the
production of x

Externalities and Public Goods
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Efficient Resource Allocation

As we have here 2 individuals, we need to think about the
definition of efficiency that we want to consider (maximize the
weighted sum of the individual utilities? Pareto efficiency?).
We go for Pareto efficiency
In any Pareto efficient allocation yA

s and yB
s maximize utility

of individual A among the allocations that ensure at least K to
individual B:
L = UA(x ,yA∗− yA

s ) + λ (UB(x ,yB∗− yB
s )−K )

FOC:
∂L

∂yA
s

= UA
1 f
′−UA

2 + λUB
1 f ′ = 0

∂L
∂yB

s
= UA

1 f
′−λUB

2 + λUB
1 f ′ = 0

Hence efficient production of good x requires: UA
1

UA
2

+
UB

1
UB

2
= 1

f ′ ,

that is: MRSA +MRSB = 1
f ′
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Market Equilibrium

The interaction between utility-maximizing individuals
choosing how much to contribute to the production of the
public good x is described well with the tools of game theory
Consider a game in which the two agents choose
simultaneously how much to contribute (simultaneity is just a
simplification)

Externalities and Public Goods
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Market Equilibrium

Individual A chooses sA (his contribution to the public good)
to maximize utility:
maxUA[f (sA + se

B),yA∗− sA]

FOC: UA
1

UA
2

= 1
f ′ , so MRSA = 1

f ′

se
B is the belief of individual A about B’s contribution. In
equilibrium everyone holds correct beliefs, so se

B = sB
Similarly the FOC from individual B maximization gives:
MRSB = 1

f ′

So efficiency is violated

Externalities and Public Goods
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Voting and Resources Allocation

One solution to the public good problem is for the state to
collect resources - say with taxes - and use those to provide
public goods
Say individuals have different preferences over a public good:
how to decide how much/ what kind of public good to
provide? Issue dealt with in public choice theory
One way: direct voting (clubs, cooperatives, referendums)

Externalities and Public Goods
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The Paradox of Voting

We now look at properties of majority voting that are general
(=not specific to voting on public goods)
Condorcet Paradox: the social preference among alternatives
might not be transitive even if every individual has transitive
preferences (transitivity is necessary for preferences to be
rational)

Externalities and Public Goods
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The Paradox of Voting

Say 3 individuals: Anne, Bob and Carlo; three alternatives
X,Y,Z. Consider pairwise majority voting
Preferences: x �A y (Anne prefers x to y), y �A z , z �B x ,
x �B y , y �C z and z �C x
So when voting between x and y: Anne and Bob vote x, Carlo
votes y, so social preference is: x � y .
Similar arguments: y � z , but z � x : social preferences not
transitive
Example of pairwise voting: club votes each year to choose a
new president, only 2 candidates each year

Externalities and Public Goods
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The Paradox of Voting

Majority voting among all options: open to strategic voting:
individuals do not always vote their favorite options, which is
bad if the social planner hopes the voting mechanism to be a
way to collect preferences choose according to individuals’
preferences
Black’s result: if alternatives are unidimensional (= options
can be ranked) and every individual has single-peaked
preferences, then the pairwise majority voting will result in a
transitive social ordering/preference
If we order voters by their peak preferences, the alternative
that wins every pairwise vote: is the alternative that is
preferred by the median voter (median voter theorem)

Externalities and Public Goods
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A Political Economy Model

We construct a model to describe the median voter theorem
Say n voters, each with income yi , every voter gets utility from
consumption of a private good ci and the public good g :
Ui = ci + f (g) where fg > 0> fgg

Each individual pay taxes tyi to finance the public good so:
g = Σn

1tyi = tnyA (where yA is the average income)

Hence: Ui (g) = (1− t)y i + f (g) = (yA− g
n ) y i

yA + f (g)

The public good’s size favorite by individual i satisfies
dUi
dg = −yi

nyA+fg (g)
= 0 or g = f −1

g ( yi
nyA )

Externalities and Public Goods
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The Median Voter Equilibrium

So individuals with larger incomes prefer smaller public goods
Let ym be the median income, then the public spending
g = f −1

g (
ym
i

nyA ) receives more than half of the votes in every
pair-wise vote
Note that income distributions tend to have a large tail on the
right, and as a result more unequal distributions are associated
with smaller ym

Example: equal society: 10 individual with wealth of 100;
unequal: 2 have 40 , 5 have 60, 2 have 110, 1 has 400
(median 100 in equal, 60 in unequal)
Hence this model predicts that more unequal societies should
have higher taxes. Do we observe that? No (issue: equality is
ENDOGENOUS)
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The Median Voter Equilibrium

Does the pairwise voting mechanism ensure an allocation that
maximizes social welfare?
Once again: as we have many individuals we first have to
agree on a measure of social welfare
Consider the utilitarian welfare function: SW = Σn

i=1Ui , so:
SW = Σn

i=1[(yA− g
n ) yi

yA + f (g)] = nyA−g +nf (g)

Optimal choice: dSW
dg =−1+nfg = 0 ↔

g∗ = f −1
g ( 1

n ) = f −1
g [( 1

n
yA

yA )]

Utilitarian choice: average income

Externalities and Public Goods
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Groves Mechanism

The voting mechanism considered can be improved: there are
more complex mechanisms that elicit more information about
individual preferences and results in more efficient social
decisions
Groves mechanism: same logic as a second-price auction
Consider n individuals, each with privately-known valuation vi
for some public good (vi can be negative, as it includes the
cost of the tax to finance the project)
Each individual, simultaneously makes a report ṽi about her
valuation
The project is undertaken if and only if Σj ṽj > 0.
If the project is undertaken, the government pays to individual
i the amount Σj 6=i ṽj
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Groves Mechanism

We can check that reporting the truth is optimal
1 if Σj 6=i ṽj + vi ≥ 0: any report for which the project is

undertaken is optimal - honest report ṽi = vi is optimal
2 Σj 6=i ṽj + vi < 0: any report for which the project is NOT

undertaken is optimal - honest report ṽi = vi is optimal
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